
NASA TESS Communications
A how-to guide for getting NASA coverage for your result



Meet the team
Amber Straughn, Associate Director for 

Communications, Goddard Astrophysics 

Barb Mattson, Communications Scientist & 

Goddard AstroComms team lead

Claire Andreoli, Communications Manager for 

Astrophysics (that’s me!)

Frank Reddy, Senior Science Writer

Jeanette Kazmierczak, Science Writer

Sara Mitchell, @NASAUniverse lead

Kelly Ramos, @NASAUniverse

Scott Wiessinger, video producer

Sophia Roberts, video producer

Adriana Manrique, animator

Elizabeth Apala, outreach lead 





It all starts with a new discovery … 



Tell your comms team

✘ Our team asks for media 

requests from folks 

*when they submit the 

paper to the journal* 

✘ TESS media request 

form link: 

https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/

media_req_tess/ 

✘ Please talk to us 

BEFORE you post a 

paper on arXiv!

https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/media_req_tess/
https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/media_req_tess/


Media request is accepted, now what?

✘ We’ll work up a news feature 

(typically) or press release (for 

Very High Profile results) 

✘ We’ll also work on multimedia 

products - videos and/or still 

images to explain the finding

✘ Lead time: 4-10+ weeks 

✘ 6 weeks minimum for graphic 

or video support



What does the schedule look like?
Minimum timeline - assuming everything is in place, and 
everyone responds in a timely fashion



Example: TESS Detects its First Earth-Size Planet in HZ



Example: TESS Mission Spots Black Hole Destroying Star



We also promote partner releases
Interesting result but no time to coordinate NASA coverage? We sometimes promote 

institutional releases from nasa.gov/tess



NASA Exoplanets: Discovery Alerts 



Social Media Coverage

✘ Twitter and Facebook: 

@NASAUniverse

✗ Highlight news features

✗ Serialized content

✗ Evergreen content

✘ Tumblr post on the NASA HQ account

✘ Instagram posts on the NASA HQ 

account

✘ We work with partners like 

@NASAExoplanets to cross-promote 

and coordinate content



Tips for working with your local comms team

We expect: 

✘ Tell us early about upcoming results 

and papers

✘ Give timely feedback on draft visuals 

and text

✘ Communicate with your fellow authors

✘ Keep us apprised of the publication 

status and timelines



Tips for working with the NASA TESS comms team

We offer:

✘ Write a feature or release; shepherding 

through institution processes

✘ Create visuals to accompany the release

✘ Provide every opportunity to ensure 

science is correct and fairly represented

✘ Support the feature with social media



Questions?


